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Deans Reject Student Center;
Proposal Violates Drinking Rule
by Don Kennedy
"The College specifically prohibits every student from
possessing or using any alcoholic beverages on campus,
in any off-camp- us students' room, and at any meeting, event
or activity of any organized student group."
This sentence of the recent re
vision of the college rule on
drinking was the deciding factor
in the cancellation of plans for
a newly proposed student center
located hear the campus.
Senior Louis Black, together
with sophomore Russ Badger and
3.2 AT OBERLIN
From the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, Dec. 9, 1964:
OBERLIN Faculty mem-
bers at Oberlin College, which
in the 19th century banned
such "strong and unnecessary
drinks" as coffee and tea,
voted yesterday 112 to 38
to allow the sale of 3.2 beer
on campus.
The faculty acted on a pro-
posal offered by the 13-mem- ber
joint board of stu-
dents and faculty. ... It will
be the first time in the 132-ye- ar
history of the school,
located in the town that was
the birthplace of the WCTU,
that beer has been allowed
on campus, let alone sold
there.
iunior Joe Beeler, originated the
idea of a nearby place where
college students could go in the
evenings "to enjoy conversation,
dancing and entertainment." Ac-
cordingly, they approached a local
businessman who was willing and
able to provide space and the
good will necessary for such a
venture. Food, soft drinks and 3.2
beer would be served to students
for prices "five to fifteen cents less
than other places in town."
However, the plan was finally
vetoed by the administration's
l
sold for
$1.50 at dining halls after
dinner this coming week and
at the door. The performance
begins at 7:30 p.m.
review such constitutions every
four years and to rescind the by
law."
An amendment to the by-law- s
of the organization concerning
court fines was passed.
SGA Views Issues
The Student Directory, car permits, --a coffee house and
Christmas buses were several of the subjects taken up by the
SGA at its Sunday evening meeting.
Discussion of the tardiness and the number of errors
in the recently-distribute- d Direc-
tory led to the decision that next
year will remedy the time element.
As the editor's contract stands
now, the booklet must be pub-
lished "as soon as possible."
Future contracts will have a speci-
fic date for completion and dis-
tribution.
Directory Errors
Concerning the number of er-
rors in the Directory, a correction
sheet will
.
be compiled and dis-
tributed at the beginning of the
second semester.
Students on campus with cars
will note that one extra space
will be allotted in each parking
lot so that cars may be parked
for a short period of time in a
location other than the designated
parking area without receiving
fines.
Seniors also will only have to
pay $5.00 for parking permits if
' they bring cars to campus after
spring vacation.
Student support of a coffee
coffee house (see article above)
was discussed at the meeting.
Four improvements have been
set for the Book Store through the
efforts of the SGA's Book Store
Committee, comprised of students,
faculty and book store personnel.
The annual SGA book exchange
will be run again this year with
all transactions tabulated, hope
fully to eliminate under-orderin- g
as has occurred in the past. Also
a book list of what used books the
ruling that such an organization
would violate the drinking law.
Plans are now at a standstill.
Louis Black's main purpose was
"to provide an off-camp- us activity
center, catering exclusively to col-
lege students." The student center
was to be arranged as a "club",
with membership open to all
Wooster students of 18 years of
age at a nominal fee of $1.00 to
$2.00 a month. The public would
have been completely excluded be-
cause the idea was not a drinking
establishment but one where the
students could simply enjoy them-
selves. "I certainly don't want a
beer joint," was the businessman's
comment. Since the drinking rule
had been revised, it was thought
that such a club would provide a
pleasant environment where "the
kids on the Hill" could drink if
they so desired, but this was not
the primary purpose.
The place considered has seating
arrangements for 60-7- 0 people,
with room for a dance floor, and
is attractively decorated. At pres
ent, the location is not in use for
any particular function. Entertain-
ment would have been provided
by the students. Mr. James G. Rey
nolds of the Speech Department,
now on sabbatical leave, was
eager to assist in organizing enter
tainment for the proposed idea.
All legal arrangements had al
ready been taken care of, as had
tbe oridnal financing. A letter
signed by Badger and Black which
explained the entire an air was
to have been distributed to all
students last week.
As a precautionary measure, be
fore the idea became public knowl
edge, the two students approached
the Dean's Office to make sure
(Continued on Page 3)
all 1 111 1store will buy back is planned.
A second semester book list will
be compiled and distributed to the
dormitories before Christmas va-
cation. Finally, a series of articles
in the Voice is planned explaining
to the student body the problems
of space and prices which the
Book Store faces.
An amendment to the SGA
constitution will be placed on the
spring election ballot concerning
student organization constitutions.
The law now states that the duties
of the Legislature shall be "to ap
prove or reject the constitutions
of all student organizations and to
FOLK GUITARIST
Jose Feliciano, a blind
Puerto Rican guitarist, will
present a benefit concert for
the Lincoln Scholarship Fund
in the Chapel on Monday,
Jan. 4. The 18 year old per-
former will play from his vast
repertoire of folk, jazz and
classical music.
Tickets will be
i 111111111111
1
WOYZECK (Pat Gorman) shaves the Captain (Carl Asp).
German Tragedy 'Woyzeck'
Reveals Buchner's World
by Betsy Byers
Georg Buchner's Woyzeck, a play which in the 1830's
foreshadowed the modern Theater of the Absurd, has been
labeled the first modern tragedy. A dual language produc-
tion of Woyzeck, directed by Edward W. Hearne and spon
sored by the Department of Ger
man, opens tonight in Scott Audi
torium.
The play, which will be pre-
sented first in English and sec-
ondly in German, consists of 24
scenes portraying the bloody fate
of one Woyzeck, a simple man of
the people who lives in poverty
and ignorance, unable to rise
above the brutish. compulsions of
his social level. Woyzeck, played
with verve by Patrick Gorman,
1 T 1 1is a common soiaier reaucea uy
stylized figures of authority to
little more than a human guinea
pig. He loves and loses his mis
tress Marie (Margaret Michael),
who bears him a child; jealous
when she succumbs to the ardent
attentions of the snappy Drum
Major, he stabs her to death. Woy
zeck and Marie are the only com
pletely developed characters, as
they work out their tragic fate
against a background of social
types. Woyzeck is ceaselessly
goaded by the Captain (Carl Asp) ,
who taunts him about his intellec
tual and amorous insufficiencies.
His dignity is crushed by the Doc-
tor (Peter Neilson) who has hired
him as a subject in experiments
Faculty Approves Depts.,
Adds Area Concentration
The faculty approved two
tural area concentration in
The departments opened
zation and Russian; Indian
centration should develop if fin - 1
.1 1 t( L.
ancea ny sources noi now ucmg
utilized," including the G.L.C.A.
and the N.D.E.A.
The Russian department, cur-
rently consisting of a lone instruc-
tor, Miss Ann Clymer, is to in-
clude literature, prose, conversa-
tion, composition, and perhaps
eventually a Russian language as-
sistant.
The Greek and Latin Depart-
ment, having adopted the name of
DeDartment of Classics, will offer
a major in Classical Civilization.
This major will include courses
such as Ancient History, Greek
Archaeology, Classical Mythology,
Classical Foundations, Ancient
Art, History of Ancient Philo-
sophy, and all Greek and Latin
courses. All of these courses are
currently offered.
The major would require at
least 12 non-langua- ge courses, and
determining the physiological ef-
fects of a diet of only peas. A
flock of bestial people, and a few
animals for good measure, laugh
at what they see as the inanity
of Woyzeck's plight.
Absurd Struggle
The question which Buchner
asks in Woyzeck was first posed
in an earlier play, Danton's Death:
"What is this in us that lives,
whores, steals, and murders." The
answer which Woyzeck gives is:
Society, Environment, Circum
stance. The tragedy of the play is
that in the midst of an Absurd,
senseless struggle for existence the
"brute man" is helpless to face the
truth about himself: his life is in
significant. Woyzeck is more than
a nihilistic play, and it seems more
powerful than many of the works
of Absurd drama. For all its bit
terness, its struggle to expose the
lack of direction and purpose in
the world, Woyzeck carries a pro
- i i itound understanding and sym-
pathy for the guinea pigs used by
society. There is at least a small
shred of pride left for Woyzeck;
in his despair he still can love and
be faithful. Woyzeck is the only
(Continued on Page 6)
new departments and a "cul
its meeting on Nov. 30.
to majors are Classical Civili
Studies as a cultural area con- -
... , . . . . ,
Ancient Art of Ancient Philo-
sophy. Fields of specialization, ac-
cording to current proposals,
might be Archaeology, Ancient
History, Mythology or Classical or
Comparative Literary Criticism. -
The renaming of the Depart-
ment of Greek and Latin as the
"Department of Classics" is in-
terpreted by Educational Policy
Committee members as indicative
of the scope and relevance of a
department which has outgrown
its original function as a language
department.
The faculty also moved that
"Wooster should consider develop-
ing in cooperation with G.L.C.A.
an area of concentration in Indian
Studies." This would presumably
supplement the courses in Indian
Philosophy, Religion and History
currently offered.
Lowry Explains
Board Approves
Important decisions on the
College, made at the meetings
Dec. 4 and 5, make imperative the beginning of a new gym-
nasium by next summer.
President Howard Lowry, in
announcing the results of the
meetings, feels it timely to outline
the entire program of construc-
tion. Any detail of it is better
understood in relation to the whole
plan. "It calls, I fear," said Mr.
Lowry, "for something that re-
minds me of Satchel Paige's tech-
nique three wind-up- s to one
pitch."
Building Goal
Part of the program means
that at least two more new build-
ings are now scheduled for the
first half of 1965. Others are hoped
for during the year. One of these
is a new gymnasium, which would
include a regulation-size- d swim- -
ming pool.
"As the College nears its Cen
tennial in 1966," said President
Lowry, "it has a variety of needs
endowments for instruction, for
scholarships, and for books and
laboratory equipment, as well as
funds for modernization of old
plant, and for new buildings.
These needs have been recognized
in the current Centennial cam
paign.
"There is a widely held notion
that in college fund-raisin- g every
thing goes by tightly listed priori
ties. Actually this is not and can-
not be so. Prospective donors
have a variety of interests and
Mr. Palmer: "I was not
aware
Bookstore Problem
Surprises Palmer
by Alan Arfken
In a recent interview, Busi-
ness Manager Arthur E. Pal-
mer offered very little en
couragement regarding the so-
lution of present problems con-
cerning the Bookstore. As one of
the auxiliary enterprises of the
College, the Bookstore is the direct
responsibility of its manager,
Barbara Holden, who is appointed
as a person experienced in the field
and who is aided and encouraged
by the College in seeking addi-
tional training at summer schools
and trade conferences. Mr. Pal-
mer noted that he depends upon
Mrs. Holden's judgment, although,
in the end, the operation of the
Bookstore is a responsibility of the
Business Manager.
No Explanation
When the reporter told Palmer
that some students had not been
able to acquire texts which were
essential in their courses, he said,
"I was not aware of this fact." He
was quite interested in further ex
amples of abnormal delays in re
sponding to individual orders of
students and faculty. While he
could not offer, any explanation for
or solutions to delays in individual
orders, Mr. Palmer, when told that
the Bookstore had already ordered
second semester texts in order to
have them in time, suggested that
second semester registration might
be held at the beginning of first
(Continued on Page 4)
Building Plans;
Gym For 1965
building program of the
of the Board of Trustees on
preferences. Appeals must be made
along a wide front. No known
need must be neglected. There are
candidates' for each project. Un- -
ortunately, not all the candidates
want to be elected.
Our Centennial campaign has
seen the completion of the And
rews Library, Wagner Hall, the
new service building, the addition
to Holden Hall, and the Wooster
Inn. Kauke Hall and Severance
Hall have been rehabilitated and
modernized, at half the cost -- of
new construction and with a con
siderable reclaiming o f once
wasted space. Currently three dor-
mitories and a new church house
are in progress.
Centennial Project
'But our Centennial goal listed
also the following projects not yet
begun a college union, a new
theatre and speech center, a gym-
nasium, a building for physics
and mathematics, a dining hall to
adjoin Otelia Compton Hall, a new
dormitory for women which in
cludes residential centers in for
eign languages, a music building,
and an art building derived from
the old library. Scovel Hall and
Taylor Hall are scheduled for reno
vation.
"Meantime, two urgent and un
expected needs have arisen. The
first of these is the need for a new
biology building. Originally it was
planned to house the biology de
partment in a modernized Scovel
Hall. It is now clear that biology
will need ampler quarters. The
department of geology, whose labs
are all over the countryside, will
take over a renovated Scovel, with
perhaps room to spare for possible
future developments in geography
and anthropology.
"The second need is that of a
new chapel capable of housing the
entire student body. Our increased
enrollment has brought this about.
We first hoped we could recondi-
tion our present chapel, a building
that has its own charm and asso-
ciations for many alumni and
members of the community. But
a careful study by more than one
architect and engineer revealed it
was not wise to
...
spend some half
ii i ii
minion aonars in trying to re-
habilitate the chapel and enlarge
(Continued on Page 3)
Choir, Orchestra
Schedule Concerts
Two concerts on Wooster's
schedule are the annual Christmas
Concert, to be given on Sunday
evening, and a concert by the
Cleveland Chamber Players Jan. 8.
The Concert Choir, singing with
Wooster's Chamber Orchestra, will
present Bach's Motet No. 5 and
Britten's "St. Nicholes."
The second and last program of
the current Student Concert Series
will bring to the college the op-
portunity to hear music of the
18th and 19th centuries artfully
played by the Cleveland Chamber
Players. This concert will take
place in Memorial Chapel on Jan.
8 at 8:15 p.m.
The conductor of this fine group
of musicians, which includes mem-
bers of the famed Cleveland Or-
chestra, is Michael Charry, ap-
prentice conductor of the Cleve-
land Orchestra, assistant conduc-
tor of the Cleveland Summer Or-
chestra, assistant musical director
of the Lake Erie Opera Theater,
and regular conductor of the Can-
ton Symphony Orchestra.
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From Strife to Service
In response to a recent Voice editorial (see "Lethargic
Legislators," Nov. 20) discussions among campus legislators
have apparently resulted in the opinion that in the SGA's
yearly game of "Papa, may I?" a lot of baby steps are just
as good as one giant step. This may be true, and certainly
we congratulate the Legislature on their Dec. 6 meting, which
gave evidence of progress toward several important "baby"
steps.
We feel, however, somewhat uneasy about this concept.
Although we would be the first to urge that the SGA make
efforts to accomplish worthwhile goals, we do not feel that
an SGA is necessarily unsuccessful if it fails to fasten its at-
tentions on one major issue (e.g. the honor system of 1962,
the drinking rule of 1964). Specifically, we do not feel that
the SGA need feel apologetic if it does not pick an annual
fight with the Administration, especially if there happens
to be nothing practicable to fight about.
We would like to see the SGA take a whole new turn
in its concern. Instead of prolonging the era of protest, per-
haps the SGA might turn its attentions toward service an
area in which we might show the responsibility we have so
long claimed. For example, an editorial in the first issue
of the Voice this year suggested a summer school project for
disadvantaged high school students, a program conducted
on our campus to acquaint some of these students from near-
by cities with the opportunities education can afford. The
Administration has been working on this plan, as has Dr.
Warner, chairman of Wooster's summer school. But if
students could offer our service in organizing and teaching
such a program, we could make a positive contribution to
this college. '
The potential of the SGA, as we suggested in our last
editorial, is great. We see no reason why such a body need
limit its major effort to a yearly battle for student rights.
Toward Total Honor
Four years ago the present seniors were the ardent frosh
who helped push through the much-debate- d proposal for a
new honor system. In June that class will leave its successors
with an academic honor code quite different in actuality
from the expectations and hopes of students in the winter of
1961-62- .
The problem, which only recently became clear to some
students at an SFRC meeting, is that the honor code approved
four years ago by the faculty and that promoted at that time
by the students are two different things. Whereas the students
interpreted the proposed honor code as an opportunity for
individual responsibility (therefore allowing students to take
exams apart from the class when scheduling conflicts occur-
red), the faculty passed the bill as a chance to rely on com-
munity responsibility (relying on social pressure to check
cheating.
Certainly it was the hope of those students who promoted
the code four years ago that its operation on this campus
would eventually develop the
would allow students such privileges as taking an exam alone
when this is most convenient.
the effectiveness of the code so
sors to entrust students with individual responsibility of tak-
ing tests alone on their honor. This moves us to hope that
this campus is developing in its interpretation of the honor
code toward a recognition of
bility.
We wholeheartedly support the evaluation which the
Academic Board is making of the current honor system. We
believe that now, before the last remaining student framers
of the Honor Code graduate,
tion. Furthermore, we believe
from our present code's base of the assumption of commun
ity responsibility to the recognition of individual responsi
bility, with its due advantages
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The Good Word
by Stan
I am pleased to announce
he formation of a wholesome
new campus nate group,
STEMS (Squelch Those Ex
cessively Mottled Stockings) ,
which is humbly devoted to pre-
serving the beauty factor, plus or
minus, of the uncovered female
imb.
This group is convinced that
unless we stop covering up fem
ininity's natural resources with
unsightly stripes, streaks, spat
ters, spangles, and smudges of
tightly-wove- n darkly-dye- d nylon
the American male is going to look
elsewhere for his kicks.
The Woosterian male, I'm proud
to mention, is not taking this
isis looking down. The Wooster
STEMS chapter is really doing a
eat job combatting the trend,
with much thanks for their present
successes to the feverish efforts of
he Mother's Auxiliary ...
The current campaign is aimed
directly at the start of the matter.
STEMS has recently announced a
major change in extracurricular
activities for its members: Pantie
raids are now warmly referred to
as "stocking raids" by the gents
out on the limbs.
In retaliation the female seg
ment is organizing a retaliatory
pressure group, AH-ME- N, aimed
at getting the last word in on this
Rashenbush Studies Liberal Arts
by Ron Wirick
"The Student and His Studies," Esther Raushenbush, (Wesleyan
University Press: Middletown, Conn.), 1964.
As many people in the educational field are aware, the
liberal arts college has come under increased fire both from
critics within the academic community and from those out-
side of it. Mrs. Raushenbush in The Student and His Studies
examines the idea basic to the
liberal arts concept: How can high-
er education help a student to de-
velop his full capacities as an in-
dividual and to discover his re-
lationship to society in general?
Mrs. Raushenbush's treatment
of this extremely complicated sub-
ject is certainly not exhaustive and
is not intended to be. She deline-
ates the educational experiences of
four students whom she considers
representative of "the millions
whom America has now chosen to
send to college." These four were
chosen from a group of 170 stu-
dents she interviewed in campuses
across the country. Two of these
are particularly apt.
From her contact with these
students Mrs. Rashenbush formed
several conclusions about higher
education. In the first she states
that "there is little evidence that
the study of science had been im-
portant to the intellectual life of
students." Of course, she found
some students who were very dedi-
cated to science careers, but for
those students interested in other
fields, the study of science was just
another requirement to be full-fille- d
in the easiest possible man-
ner. The dichotomy of science
non-scienc- e students was also re-
flected in the apathy of the science
Good
issue. Their gripe: After Hours,
Men Are Excessively Nervey.
They constitute a tightly-knit- ,
knee-stockinge- d group dedicated to
sleeping through repulsively-sun- g
serenades prior to STEMS' stock-
ing raids. Their Latin motto "Let
me atum" is considered highly un-
sporting by the STEMS group,
and conflicts between the two fac-
tions may present themselves in
the near future.
To stem these difficulties the
SGA is putting its legislative foot
into their midst: they are pro-
gramming a series of highly-informativ- e
Student Seminars on
Sox, in hopes that we can get this
touchy problem off our minds.
Several speakers have already
been named, and all are "Don't
Misses": First Dr. Startxman will
inform us on the attributes of
wearing support hosiery. Then
Rev. Asbury will warn the girls
about establishing an I-Th- ou re-
lationship with the hose. Afler a
brief question and answer period
Mr. Freedlander will conclude by
explaining present, trends and will
tell us what can be done to sooth
both sides sox-wis- e.
In parting, may I extend my
best wishes to the STEMS as they
take to the heels in hopes that the
light of the limbs will shine forth
from under the basketweave. Of
course, they're going to need it!
major toward the humanities and
social science. "The problem of
inducing more students to become
scientists has occupied more of our
attention than how to provide a
liberal education for those who
will."
Another almost universal char-
acteristic, Mrs. Roshenbush found,
was the basic need of students to
form some type of identification
with their teachers. "However the
teachers function in the classroom,
whatever their style, their subject,
their way of talking to the students
or with them, what students re-
member, what reached the heart
of their learning, what they cher-
ished more than any other one
thing, is the sense of shared ex-
perience with a teacher. . . . Such
teachers met them face to face;
and this is what students ask of
them."
The arguments in The Student
and His Studies are well-develope- d,
very reasonable, and quite rele-
vant. The students portrayed are
warm, highly intelligent (despite
Mrs. Rashenbush's statements to
the contrary), and deeply involved
in their own education. The Stu-
dent and His Studies is pertinent
reading for both college educator
and college student.
,
.
- Tiou and the Rules
In a chapel address entitled "The Love Life of a Col-
lege Student" (an address subject, we fear, to much mis-
interpretation which may be corrected by reading one of the
mimeoed copies available this weekend) Mr. Asbury used
Martin Buber's terms "I-Tho- u" and "I-It- " to characterize
the kinds of relationships with others that one may have.
Of the decision whether or not premarital sex is bad, Mr.
Asbury said: "Two individual persons must decide this for
themselves, lovingly and privately, as persons, as 'ThouV "
. . .
I understand that every two individual persons must
decide for themselves whether they are enhancing the integrity
of their relationship and the sacredness of the physical act
itself, or whether they or one of them are rationalizing
themselves into believing what they want to believe for their
own personal satisfaction."
We believe that this idea has applicability to the stand
taken by the Administration on premarital sex, namely,
the unqualified disapproval of premarital sex, enforced by
the "three-months- " rule and the automatic suspension of
pregnant unmarried students. While the Administration pro-
fesses a desire to judge each case according to the circum-
stances, such rules as these cannot help but dictate considera-
tion of the students involved as "Its." These rules do not
allow the consideration of whether or not students have made
responsible, loving, private decisions as "Thou's."
We agree that the College has a right and a responsibility
to take an affirmative moral stand on the problem of pre-
marital sex. But when this stand hardens into a structure of
rules that prevents consideration of students as persons, as
"Thou's," it is .no longer merely affirmative; it is prescrip-
tive. As long as the Administration retains the three-mont- h
rule and the automatic suspension of couples involved in
pregnancy, it cannot consider each individual as a person.
by Alex Keith
"What a Christmas this is going to be," grumbled
Whiffenpoof into her morning oatmeal.
"Why, Phalia?" asked her roomie ever so concernedly.
"Exactly," she replied, still addressing the soggy mass
of oatmeal. "Santa Service hasn t
delivered any of the gifts I order-
ed and here it is the 17th al-
ready." She enumerated them on
her fingers, "Mom's electric tooth-
pick, Dad's electric Mom, Sister
Snookie's Love
letters to Ringo
Starr, Brother
Harvey's brain
surgery, kit. I
don't see how
the college can
put up with
such inefficien- - SantaT 1
cy. i know:
Westphalia jumped up and clap-
ped her oatmealy hands together.
"I'll write a letter TO THE
VOICE!" And so she did.
The Voice received the letter
and dispatched a reporter to in-
terview the man in charge of
Santa Service, Mr. S. Claus him-
self, and get the WHOLETHUTH-NOTHINGBUTTHETRUT- H
story
on why Westphalia Whiffenpoof
(and 203 others it was later
ascertained) had not received
their gifts.
Unit 9
The reporter marched up to the
candy-stripe- d Stadium Unit 9
where Santa Service was located
on campus, pushed his way
through a hassle of elves, and was
ushered into the dingy office of S.
Claus.. An obese old gentleman
dressed in a gravy-staine- d red
velveteen suit sat behind a clutter
of papers, frantically combed his
thinning beard and crunched a
piece of peanut brittle.
Mmmmmf he raised a pair
of watery brown eyes. The re
porter quickly spelled out the
story, btudents hadnt received
their gifts on time and some not
at all. Before the paper printed the
gory story we wanted to hear his
side. What did he have to say?
Elves Picket
"Well . . . I'll tell you," said
Santa. "We've got troubles. Right
here in Santa City. With a capital
S that rhymes with mess (and al-
so excess) and stands for students.
You studes complain about things
you know nothing about. I have
a hard time running this Ser-
vice. Do you think it's easy to fill
gift orders when they keep coming
in at different times and I can't
keep track? No, it's not. Those
students won't even sign up on my
list of good little boys and girls so
how'm I sposed to know who's
good. Huh?" His voice was whiny
and a tear fell on the red velve-
teen.
"It's hard, hard, hard. I have
to work so fast, fast, FAST and
get no pain relief. My elves are
a lazy bunch of - -- . Always goof-
ing off. Right now they're picket-
ing for a wage hike while these
toys sit collecting dust. I work
here day and night. I have to eat
all that starch they call food down
at the Greasy Spoon because I
don't have time to go home and
have Mama fix me a nice salad.
So I've gotten fatter and won't be
able to slippy-slid- e down them
chimbleys like usual." He dabbed
his eyes.
Hoof and Mouth
"Then Rudolph just surprised
me with a new nose-jo- b. He did
it because all of the other rein-
deer used to laugh and call him
names. They never let poor Ru-
dolph join in any reindeer games.
That's another thing those - rein-
deer are always playing games
and getting Hoof and Mouth or
something. Then one dark and
stormy night a DC-- 6 took his
nose for a signal light. Now fly-
ing will be twice as hard. I tell
you I wish people would have
more kindness and consideration
for an old man in my position."
"Sniff," he sniffed into an
ermine hanky.
Reporter Explains
"There, there, Santa," said the
reporter, patting him on his obese
back. "I assure you we'll print the
whole story. It's a real shame,
because I think students basically
like your toys. It's just that your
organization is so inefficienct. I
guess students will have to shop
elsewhere this year."
The Answer
Just then a rock hurtled through
the window and landed within a
hair's breadth of the old gentle-
man's protruding stomach. Santa
shook his fist. "Those - elves.
Don't know what the spirit of
Christmas is." The reporter picked
up the rock and read the note
wrapped around it
"DOWNTOWN W 0 0 S T E R-LA- ND
HAS EVERYTHING YOU
'WANT FOR CHRISTMAS!"
In the distance a reindeer whin-
nied nervously.
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MORE ON
President Outlines Construction:
New Chapel, Gym, Dining Hall
(Continued from Page 1)
its capacity to about 1,650 needed
seats. The architectural firm of
Schafer, Flynn, and Associates, of
Cleveland, the architects of And-
rews Library, were asked to de-
sign a new chapel, at a structural
cost of about one million dollars,
to go on the site of the present
chapel. The present organ can be
re-install- ed and augmented in the
new building.
New Chapel
"Obviously a college cannot do
without a chapel or some adequate
assembly hall in its Centennial
year. Hence, any new chapel, to
be ready by even May of 1966
would have to be begun by mid
April of next year. Good as the
first sketches and models submit
ted by the architects were, both
the architects and the building
committee feel that a building as
important as this in what it should
try to express, both in external
and internal design and symbol,
needs much further study. This is
going forward full pace.
"Meantime, it is clear that
nothing can better resolve our
problem than the early building of
a long-wante- d gymnasium. If con-
struction could begin next sum-
mer and the gym be ready for use
by September, 1966, the import-
ant autumn events of the Centen-
nial year could be accommodated
even better, as far as crowds go,
than they could be in a new
chapel. Moreover, if the building
could be even partially .ready by
the June commencement of 1966,
it could very well house the events
of an all-alum- ni Centennial re-
union.
"If this schedule can be fol-
lowed, the new chapel could then
be started in the summer of 1966
and be ready by September 1967.
During the one academic year,
1966-67- , daily chapel could be
held in the old gymnasium, with
Westminster Church free to use
that or the new gym.
"Contrary to what may have
often been assumed, we have tried
before this to find funds for a
physical education center. We had
three major disappointments. We
are glad, consequently, that a new
and heightened effort can now be
made. A gym has long been sorely
needed. It now has a new useful-
ness and significance. Its appeal
to donors is thus greatly enhanced.
"Plans for the new gym, in its
relation to the whole physical edu-
cation program, have long been
studied and have recently been
FLY FOR $275
Any Wooster student, em-
ployee of the College, or
member of a student's family
may fly a charter flight on
June 16 from New York to
London and return Aug. 30.
The maximum cost will be
$275.
Interested people should
contact Dr. Schreiber by Jan.
5.
carefully reviewed. A special com
mittee, concerned with both con
struction and fund-raisin- g, will
soon be named. The architect is
Ronald Spahn, of Cleveland.
"At its meeting the Board did
more than plan. It authorized the
taking of bids on a. new dining
hall for women, to be extended
from Compton. This hall was
originally conceived as an exten-
sion of that building. Fully pro-
vided for by two major gifts, for
the moment anonymous, one of
them long designated for only this
purpose, the dining hall will seat
some 356 persons. It is arranged
for cafeteria service at breakfast
and lunch, and for table service
at dinner. It will replace dining
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service presently offered at Hoover
and Lower Holden and relieve cur
rent over-crowdin- g in Babcock
and Kenarden. Construction
should begin in the early spring.
'The Board also moved toward
working drawings for the new
speech center, with the hope of
starting construction dunng the
spring. Most of the funds have
been provided by the citizens of
Wayne county. Announcement of
plans should be made not later
than January.
'None of the foregoing lessens
our enort or desire to secure
new college union. This building
is needed, not only to serve the
social demands of the campus, but
also to provide a major dining
hall which would enable us to re-
place the older facilities at Ken-
arden and upper Holden, and al-
low Holden dining room and kit-
chen to be converted into much-neede- d
lounge space for the use
of Holden women. Moreover, the
three dining halls that would then
be in use the Union dining hall,
Babcock, and the new one at
Compton would enable cafeteria
service at breakfast and lunch,
table service in the evening, and
thus afford a longer period for
breakfast and permit classes to be
held through the present noon
hour.
Successful Grant
"We have been grateful for all
the hard work of planning the
union on the part of both faculty
and students and especially of the
leadership given by Professor
Arthur Baird, the chairman. We
shall be enormously relieved if
this work can be rewarded soon.
"We have naturally been grati
fied by the success of the Ford
Challenge thus far and by the
progress of the larger Centennial
campaign with its $20,000,000
goal. But, as anyone can see, there
is a lot to do. Wooster Day 1964
brings it doubly to mind.
kmmit Brain ' AMs Mpin; Stodeiite
A visitor to the treasurer's office
will probably be unpleasantly
aware of an unusual amount of
noise coming from the enclosed
compartment to the right. The
source of this disturbance is the
college's IBM 1620 computer ac-
quired only last spring.
The 1620 was obtained mainly
through the efforts of former dean
of the college Dr. Clark Bricker
who believed that a digital com-
puter would be a great asset to
Wooster's educational facilities.
Presently, Dr. Budd Russell of the
physics department is serving as
head of the computing center. He
is assisted by junior Ed McCreight.
IBM's 1620 is a medium size,
multi-purpos- e digital computer. It
is very useful for scientific and
technological applications because
of its versatility. The college is
currently renting its machine on
a special basis from IBM for about
$1400 per month. At this time the
computer is being employed tor
two primary purposes: as an aid
in the accounting procedures ol
the treasurer's office, and as a
"problem solver" for both student
and faculty members.
The advantages of the computer
have not yet been fully realized
by the general student body. Many
D.C. JUNKET
Sign up now on the Library
Bulletin Board or the Kauke
bulletin board for the Wash-
ington trip, sponsored by the
Congressional Club, Jan.
standard IBM programs are avail-
able which should be of use to
I.S. students. For example, science
and psychology majors may find
Evan-Picon- e
Glorious coordinates with that festive look, and wait
until you see the fresh new colors.
SKIRTS SWEATERS BLOUSES PANTS
fleuiciii Beclttel
ON THE SQUARE
HOLIDAY . . ...
Store Hours: Open all day Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
the correlation analysis program
of great help. Statistical analyses
can also be handled quickly and
accurately by the computer. In
fact, any problem which can be
reduced (or approximated) by a
series of repeated arithmetic ,tper
ations can usually be solved more
easily by the 1620 than by hand.
The computer is also available to
anyone who would like to learn
about digital computer operation
or FORTRAN programming.
The 1620 is available for student
use from 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday to Friday. A sign-u- p sheet
for computer use is posted in the
computer room for any interested
student.
EMPHASIS LATIN AMERICA
Latin America will be the
subject of the SGA's second
"Emphasis" conference pro
gram.
After receiving what was
called a "gratifying re-
sponse," it was decided to
hold the conferences every
two years. However, the next
scheduled date would be
1966 and conflict with Cen-
tennial celebrations, so 1965
was designated as the be-
ginning of the two-ye-ar limit.
Succeeding Jim McHenry
as chairman of the Central
Committee will be Marna
Pyle, freshman from Wilming-
ton, Del., who acted as secre-
tary for this year's program.
Dr. Thomas Felt, Professor of
History, will be the program
adviser.
The SGA voted unani
mously to underwrite' the
conference which will include
topics such as Economic De
velopment in Latin America
and the roles of the OAS, the
Alliance for Progress Program
and the Peace Corps in Latin
America.
MORE ON
Deans Answer No
To Student Queries
( Continued from Page 1)
there would be no objection
There was.
Although allowing the idea was
a good one, the deans felt that
i . u
such an organization wouia vio-
late the drinking rule passed at
the June meeting of the Board of
Trustees. A second consideration
was that any college affair with
both sexes present must be chap-
eroned even if on such an in
formal basis.
Dean of Men Ralph A. Young
expressed the idea that having a
near-campu- s student organized
center where drinking was allowed
would lead non-drinke- rs to acquire
the habit. Further, "We've worked
very hard for five years to get
the drinking rule we have now,
we cannot ruin that accomplish-
ment by violating the spirit under
which the concessions were
granted," said Racky. "Our answer
is no.
The objections of the adminis-
tration led the "prospective bene-
factor" to withdraw his support,
feeling that the two positions were
diametrically opposed, with no
compromise available. He believes
that establishing the center with-
out 3.2 beer being sold would not
draw enough interest.
The students involved with the
project still have hopes of con-
tacting someone else but admit
prospects are rather slim. They
don't feel that there would be
sufficient organization in the cen
ter to fall under the drinking rule
and will continue to seek possible
locations. However, as of now,
their progress has been check
mated.
Genuine hand-sew- n vamps
Hand needled by Maine leather craftsmen
these casuals have a superb "custom" fit
andlook. M99
A mister Si
.
r
tioes
Inner City Bureaucracy
Hinders Action, Scots Find
by Jim Justin
This Thanksgiving vacation nine students who wanted
to learn more about the problems facing dwellers of the
Cleveland inner-cit- y area attended a workcamp under the
sponsorship of the College chapter of the NAACP.
The group stayed in the Ueve- -
lander, a seven story apartment
building on the East side, in the
middle of the Hough area.
Orientation took place late Wed
nesday evening. Ralph Delaney, a
mathematics teacher in the Cleve
land public school system, and
Fran Brown, a suburban house-
wife who helps Ralph in the
Clevelander, introduced us to the
community.
CONCERN, a suburban organi-
zation of concerned people, makes
it possible for Ralph to live in the
Clevelander and to provide social
guidance to the residents of the
building.
Absentee Politicos
The spirit of knowing and
working directly with the people
in the Clevelander made the
workcampers aware of how in-
ept some of Cleveland's politic-
ians are. For example, the city
fathers had passed a law making
it necessary for all nursery schools
in the city to be in buildings
which have a 15-fo- ot lawn in front
of the building. Such a law
rules out many locations in
crowded areas of the city where
nurseries are most needed. This
rule by absentee politicians was
again exemplified by the commit-
tee which was appointed to draw
up a program for Cleveland under
the Anti-Povert- y program. No
concerned people from the inner-cit-y,
where the money was to be
spent, were represented. This is, in
part, why the city of Cleveland
has no slice of the Anti-Povert- y
program as of yet.
Inferior Schools
Another example of bureau
cratic meddling occurred in the
Community Action for Youth
(CAY). Dave Austin, inner-cit- y
worker, had originated the pro-
gram, had written it up, had ap
plied for the grant, and had done
most of the pushing, according to
Ralph who knows him personally.
When the government provided
$1,800,000 in addition to the
$200,000. from the School Board,
an administrative board was set
up with one of the politicians who
happened to be the assistant, sup
erintendent of schools, as adminis
trator. The assistant superintend
ent then griped to the newspapers
that he wasn t receiving a fair
salary since it was only $1,000
Be An
Early
Bird
Santa
more than Mr. Austin's salary.
Because of the demoralizing ef-
fect of this maneuver on the ad-
ministrative personnel, Mr. Aus-
tin resigned and half of the office
staff quit. The subsequent admin-
istration was terribly inefficient.
Schools
The group found in discus-
sions about the school situation
that Negro schools in Cleveland
are not inferior to the predomin-
ately, white schools but rather the
school system in general is very
poor. Texts are often very old
and falling apart, the curriculum
is often outmoded and innovations
by the teacher are greatly re-
stricted. The teacher turnover is
extremely high and extensive class
cutting (up to 50 percent in some
schools) occurs. The only reason
that could be given for this ap-
palling situation was community
apathy. The voters of Cleveland
will not provide the school system
with enough money to meet its
needs.
Youth
One of the real joys of the
workcamp was to be able to. work
with some of the youth in the
building. Delaney places leader-
ship responsibility on the shoul-
ders of these Negro young people
and it was great to see them re-
spond. George Paul, a second sem-
ester ninth grader, was in charge
of the evaluation session just be-
fore we left. Other students were
in charge of the work projects in
the Clevelander. Four of these
fellows adopted the workcampers,
participating in all the discussions
and going downtown to the meet-
ings with the City Planning Com-
mission, the Police Department
and the Urban League.
For those who are interested in
extensive study of this topic, a
Westminster study group, dealing
with inner-cit-y problems is being
planned. The NAACP plans future
urban work camps designed to
give participants a feeling for the
situation which can only be gained
through personal experience. Also
scheduled are Cleveland student
visits to Wooster to expose them
to a college situation.
SECTIONS!! .
Christmas Party Reserva-
tions Should Bo Madot ImmodiatoiyNADELIN'S, atYour ComplotoCatering Sorvico.
We're Ready for Christmas
SHOPPING GUIDE FOR MEN
TIE
BELT
SHIRT
GLOVES
JACKETS
PAJAMAS
SWEATERS
UNDERWEAR
SPORT COAT
SPORT SHIRTS
STADIUM COAT
SWEATER SHIRTS
HANDKERCHIEFS
SOCKS
ROBES
SUITS
TOPCOAT
MUFFLER
BRENNER BROS,
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
Avoid Those Last Klinuif e Reservation Worries! Make Them Nov; by fiMi 2634
AUTO QUO WORLD -- WIDE- TRAVEL AGENCY
Use
Our
Lay
Away
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Scot's Forum
n n nw n I ii i i-- A i n
"Peters' Invasion"
To the Editor:
As Christmas approaches, all
students living on campus may
anticipate invasion and inspection
of their living quarters by the
"Peters' squad." Upon our last
return, we noted that they had
been more conscientious than ever
in fulfilling their duties giving
each head resident several pages
of corrections (in the past, a brief
note to the offender has sufficed) .
In addition, they now take it up-
on themselves to remove and de-
molish any offending object
We apparently must tolerate
this incredible invasion of our
privacy, but the destruction of
personal property is unwarranted
and inexcusable. On the wall a
pressed rose from a boyfriend, a
crayon drawing by a small brother
on the door, or a baby picture on
the inside of a closet door is re-
moved and shredded.
Anything artistic that involves
scotch-tap- e is tabu. Although
Maintenance feels free to glue no-
tices on our cinderblock walls, we
students might mar a plain brick
wall by hanging a decoration with
masking tape. While they berate
one girl for having pictures scotch
taped to her mirror, they tape a
warning to the next offender on
the mirror.
Finally, they have the gall to
infer from a tin of meat sandwich- -
spread on the window sill and a
box of dog biscuits in the closet
(used for snacks, of course) that
the residents have been harboring
cats and dogs and that the food,
therefore, must be disposed of.
For $340 a year for a room, how
much invasion and demolition of
private property is the student ex
pected to endure???
Sabra L. Upton
Freedom Library
Appeals for Books
To the Editor:
The bombing of our Freedom
House on Oct. 3 pretty well took
care of our library. We've been
rescuing books from the wreckage,
and now have several hundred that
can be re-shelv- ed (when we again
have shelves) . Many of our favor-
ites, though, have been stomped
on, rained on, and otherwise put
out of commission.
What's more, the library was
nowhere near complete even be-
fore the blast.
So here is a list of kinds-of-book- s
needed. Some will be re-
placements, others will be books
we've wanted all along. We will
appreciate your help in recon-
structing our collection. Excelsior.
1. Modem Authors. Heming-
way, Steinbeck, Saroyan, Faulk
ner, of course, Conrad, Wilder,
Williams, etc.
2. Poetry. All periods, but es-
pecially 20th century. Books of
individual poets' work as well as
anthologies.
3. Literary Criticism. All levels,
all approaches. Some literary his-
tory and introductions to critical
thinking would be apt.
4. Negro authors. Any book,
novel, collection or play written by
a Negro, or featuring Negro au-
thors.
5. Books which feature Negroes.
Fiction or biography. De-emp- ha
size the Uncle Tom's Cabin genre,
but send some along for laughs.
6. History. Pictorial and sur
veys, Negro history books, Ameri-
can history.
7. Sociology. Books on con
temporary social problems, es
pecially as regards the Negro in
America, Africa. Myrdal, Lomas,
etc.
8. Government. Works dealing
with the background and develop
ment of our Government. Theory
and practice of governmental in
stitutions (Supreme Court) . Books
on Federal programs (TVA) . Stu-
dies of the Constitution and its in
terpretation. Readings in Political
Science and Citizenship.
9. Textbooks. Recent editions.
No more than 10 of each. In all
subjects, but especially in the
sciences. Also, introductions to
Physics, Geo., Bio., etc.
No old or worn out text books,
Reader's Digest condensations, or
unbound magazines!
Bryan Dunlap
Vicksburg, Mississippi
Santa or Plumber?
To the Editor:
Dear Santa Claus:
We know this seems like a lot
to ask, but would you please fix
our john and shower for Christ
mas?
Love,
The Cirls of Second Annex
P. S. We have all been good this
year!
To the Editor:
I am a Wooster alumnus pres- -
ently studying in the allegedly de-- Ravi Shankar can pick noble
humanized realm of Science and splendor from a lesser man's caco-Technocrac- y.
Balderdash! And phony. Wooster need not be the
you basket-weavin- g liberal-artsie-s land of lesser men. But the present
had better take note before you policies of guaranteering sameness
are completely overrun or just abuse the little potential Wooster
finally and with the greatest dis- - has left. Where is the great mu-dai- n
ignored. The scientist will al- - sician, the maestro, who can hear
ways be more intimately involved a beautiful sound because we have
in seminal thinking than the so- - so many voices?
called "student of the humanities". You say there is nothing you
Don't forget it was "the liberally can do You say "they" are bigger
educated man" that killed Galileo. than you are pnooey!! That can
The scientist does not blindly de-- never ke s0 jt js oniy a piov
fend a long lost position, but ac-- which t0 get you t0 shut up and
tively seeks out that dangerous joing exactly what "they" intend-fac- t
which, Dr. Lowry so often ed You will never become more
reminds us, can upset the most
beautiful Jack-bui- lt theory.
The theory is an "Adventure in
Education." The fact which mocks
the pretense of education (not to
mention adventure) is simply this,
The dominant attitude on the
Wooster campus has long since
given up its open questioning. And
now it belongs to the "unenlighten- -
ed scientific types" to make ad- -
vances and phrase any criticisms
of society. (Read how it took a
.. i j i::ltTTlK.'Vt'.ZSTi.rr""Mll I ?o to a place whereJ ' '
At least One plug-and-grin- d Un--
edified engineer had relevant re- -
mancs to maice against a storm in
"rr""""'" -(Wooster where are you now?)
Roy Ginsburg, Editor of the Case
Tech spoke out: (I substitute only
references to the school) :
My ideas and feelings about
(Wooster) differ greatly from
those held by (Ginsburg names
names j. . . . i am lea to ceneve
that they feel that (Wooster) is
on the right track to becoming a
first rate (liberal arts) institution.
I disagree with them completely,
for I believe that (Wooster) is be
coming a first rate institution. To
WE ARE PROUD
TO PRESENT
THE LATEST RECORDING
BY
Michael 2euud
ON SALE AT
$3.25
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
me that word, institution, has all
the connotations of an organiza-
tion that clearly defines what it
believes to be right, and does not
tolerate any beliefs that threaten
to question its basic purposes and
goals ....
I suggest that the avowed goals
of our institution are not the ones
it practices, though the operational
rules are clearly defined to anyone
who has tangled with them the
facts. Our goals do look grand in
a college catalogue, though, and
very efficiently attract the unwary
Freshman.
Worse than the first pretense is
the "Warm human atmosphere."
Smiles quickly lull the newcomer
into a universal (if somewhat shal-
low) friendship. To fight against
the "sincere concern" he learns
would be disloyal in the extreme.
To point out a friend's weakness is
a breach of trust, infidelity to the
venerable bonds of good will.
Mutual respect, elsewhere, would
be a useful basis for germinal
criticism, but the current warm
facade at Wooster is only a dis-
guise for mediocrity. Bringing the
"family" closer together under one
great campus roof is a thin veil
over the enforcement of unexam-
ined values. In such a unity we
lose more fertility than the oc-
casional off-camp- us , affair makes
manifest.
Harmony requires a lot of dif
ferent musical elements. "Oneness"
may be another word for monot-
ony. Little Johnny One Note can
make sure everyone is playing the
same tone. But a real leader would
prefer symphonic variations. And
than the iowest pawn 0f a sub.
lime 'i ridiculous authoritv unless
you feel your duty to find and
correct injustice and foolishness
wherever you see it. If you pre- -
sume you are a real student, test:
When was the last time you
pressed a professor to an under--
standing wider than the textbook's
first definition? When was the
last time he actually understood
the contribution you were trying
to make?
I take my checkbook and go
farts infiisp all msrnssinn-wher- e
fUe nrnfpcWs nnininn aW does
not preVail nor even survive with- -
out constant change and growth.
ine illusion oi an adventurous
exchange of ideas (the master plan
Lnown oniv in nilu; relations
driven can not be sustained. This
hypocrisy has NO value in the
face of the wav Wooster actually
does business. If Wooster sought
grants on the basis of the way it
actually does business, great men
would laugh at your face. I am
only big enough to chuckle.
Once you might have redeemed
yourselves with a flurry of ani-
mated response to editorial com-
ment. Now it will take more than
the laudable "Emphasis Africa" to
get Wooster relevant. I suggest the
Tievs Asks Money,
Clothes For Needy
The boxes are out, the signs
are up, the donations of clothing
are starting to mount. But, if you
haven't managed to yet, there is
still time for you to rummage
through closets, drawers, trunks,
and see if you can't spare a shirt
or old windbreaker, maybe a dress
or a pair of slacks, even gloves
or a pair (preferably) of socks
for the Mississippi Clothing Drive.
Chairman Bob Tiews reports that
collection boxes will remain in all
dorms through Wednesday, Dec.
16. Donations of money are as
welcome as clothing, because the
drive committee must pay for ship-
ping charges when they send off
the clothes.
Need in Delta
As the dittoed sheet, "Share-
croppers, Clothing and Colleges"
explains, the need for clothing is
especially great in the Mississippi
Delta. Chairman Tiews remarks,
"Of course, it is great in many
other places as well ; however, with
the remarkable but nevertheless
limited resources of the campus,
we have to be satisfied with focus
ing our attention on a single area,
The clothing drive, which is
being co-sopnsor- ed by the West-
minster Church, Operation Free
dom, and the campus chapter of
the NAACP, is, says Bob Tiews,
An ocassion for Wooster students
with small closets and a large
concern for human suffering to
make a very tangible, even if
modest, contribution to the partial
relief of that suffering.
MORE ON
MR. PALMER
(Continued from Page 4)
semester, or, perhaps, soon after
the midpoint of first semester.
Palmer was asked if it would
be possible to increase the limited
amount of space allotted to the
Bookstore, possibly by building
rows of bookshelves in the base-
ment of Hoover or by enclosing
its porch. The real solution to the
need for space, he responded,
would be the forthcoming student
union building, the facilities for
which will bevdesigned with the
assistance of professional con-
sultants. An alternative would be
provided by the constructiorTof a
dining hall betweenWajgrierand
Compton, thereby enabling addi-
tional Bookstore facilities in the
area now used for a dining room.
It would not be worth, he asserted,
the $1,000 or $2,000 needed to
make the temporary improvements
which were suggested. In answer
to further query, Mr. Palmer
stated that if the money were
available today, it would require
over a vear to build the new din- -
ting hall and about two years to
I build the student union.
STUDENTS!
Parties and Ofher Holiday
Occasions Calf for Fovers
from
WOOSTER FLORAL STORE
See STEVE HILLS or LEIGH COOK to Place Your Order
Ext.: 333 or Kenarden VII
home mission field, and "Emphasis
Wooster"!
Anonymous
To Woo From WUS
To the Editor:
There are approximately 350
colleges in the Central Region of
the United States. Of these, 129
support the World University Ser-
vice. This year 19 awards were
made on the basis of outstanding
support for the academic year
1963-64- . The College of Wooster
was one of the 19.
Robert Boesch
P. S. The award has been placed
in the Beall Ave entrance to the
Library.
Directory Errata
To the Editor:
The Student Government Legis-
lature at its meeting Sunday, Dec.
Alumni Fire Up
For Wooster Day
Today is Wooster Day. Dec. 11
marks the anniversary of a fire
that almost destroyed the college,
marking a turning point in Woos-ter'- s
history.
In 1901 fire destroyed "Old
Main" or to the students the "Bit
ters' Bottle," a six-stor- y brick
building which had been the cen-
ter of the College containing all
the classrooms, laboratories and
offices.
Within 60 days funds were
raised to establish the present
physical plant. Andrew Carnegie,
according to President Louis E.
Holden who was soliciting funds,
made his first contribution to
Christian education at that time
with a gift of $100,000 to the Col-
lege of Wooster.
In commemoration of these
events Wooster Clubs throughout
the nation and several foreign
countries are meeting today, and
this week many will present Woos
ter students and faculty as speak-
ers.
SECTIONS!!
Christmas Party Reserva-
tions Should Be Mad
Immediately at
NADELIN'S,
Your Complete
Catering Service.
K-
-
6, authorized a correction list for
the Directory. It was pointed out
that there were numerous errors
in the Directory and that correc-
tion was desirable. The Editor of
the Directory volunteered to carry
out this correction process. Any-
one knowing of an incorrect list-
ing in the Directory is asked to
send a corrected listing to the
Editor (co Crandell House) or to
Public Relations. Depending on
the Executive Cabinet this correc-
tion sheet will be available either
shortly after Christmas Vacation
or incorporate the changes in Sec-
ond Semester.
Instead of laying the blame on
either the editor or the printer
all students who have found in-
correct listings are urged to co-
operate in putting out the revised
list.
Joseph T. Berlant
Editor, The College Directory
THAT SPEAK WELL
OF YOU
EVEN BEFORE
THE
BOX IS OPENED
COME FROM
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio
KEEP ROLLING, SCOTS!
BEAT MARIETTA
and
WAYNESBURG!
EQuipamy
h Freedlander's
Young Modem Shop
Friday, December 11, 1961
--Voice
One At
One day soon after Thanksgiving, while the Scot cagers tuned
up for the season opener against Heidelberg, Al Van Wie paused for
a minute and discussed the current basketball situation. He said he
was hopeful, but not brimming over with automatic expectations.
The more those close to the sport see how the rest of the OAC is
developing, the more Van Wie seems correct. This wisely conserva
tive attitude should be more widespread.
What many roundball fans
to understand is that the season
one. Great visions of grandeur
or this year's edition of the Fighting Scots will run into the same
problem as last year loss of key
Last Saturday night, our boys
a team of hurt and hurting Kenyon
Wooster took the trip down to Gambier last year as a heavy favorite
and came home a 79-5- 8 underdog.
primed and they treated the rowdy
display of fine offensive basketball, at least while the first team stayed
in.
The Lords left Wooster 0-- 2 on the year. But, as Coach Van
Wie said after the game, they've played two of the best in the
conference (Wittenberg and Wooster). Hopefully the 1964-6-5
Scots will continue their performance of the Kenyon game and
belt the schools (Muskingum, Denison, Otterbein, for example)
which helped themselves to upset wins at the expense of Woos-
ter.
One of the better aspects of working for the Voice is that you
get to see what other schools think about Wooster teams through ex-
change papers. Apparently once again most everyone around the Ohio
Conference diminishes the Scots' importance. None of these papers
see us as a contender for the crown (although some give notice to
schools such as Marietta). Granted, it's hard to say that Wooster
will win it, but let's face facts : Al Van Wie pulled off the surprise of
the year last season with that 18-- 8 mark. Aside from Otterbein's Cin-
derella team, Wooster caused the most raised eyebrows.
Maybe fellow members of the conference should respect Woos-ter'- s
entry more; but it's time the fans here stopped their foolish
assumption that all is rosy. The saying goes that "the Ohio Confer
ence is the best small college basketball league in the nation." Whether
this is true or. not, the OC is right up there. Despite great new finds
such as the flashy guardian of the point, "Fox" Baker, this team had
better play the season one game at a time. Last year they didn't and
it cost them some humiliating evenings.
NOTES FROM THE SOUTHLAND: "Sports Illustrated" stuck
its neck out again this winter by selecting Davidson as the number
one college B-b- all team in the nation. Even if the Wildcats don't
bring home the bacon, enthusiasm is not found wanting in that
neck of North Carolina. A friend recently wrote that 4,000 fans
turned out to watch a public scrimmage before the season started.
Davidson's enrollment? 1,000
luck to our Presbyterian comrades
national championship.
THE CONSENSUS finished the season in good shape, to the
of the consensors. Final tallies showed an 83-3- 5 college mark and
an unfortunate 16-1- 0 pro record.
a percentage of .686 in this, the
Half Dozen Gain Ohio Conference Honors;
Vandersall, Bare Make First String Defense
by Steve Avakian
Capping a successful fall season,
the Wooster football and soccer
squads placed three men apiece
on all-conferen- ce teams in ballot-
ing by league coaches.
Coach Phil Shipe's gridders,
bouncing back with a 5-- 4 record
after last year's 1-- 8 catastrophe,
saw defensive standout Bruce Van-
dersall and George Bare nail down
positions on the first string all-OA- C
squad. Vandersall, co-capta- in
of the Scots, was named as defen-
sive back. The Akron Coventry
product made his mark around the
conference with his alert play, es-
pecially in trapping enemy quar-
terbacks for healthy losses. A
Phys-E- d major, the 6-- 1 Vander-
sall is Senior Resident at' West-
minster and plans to go on to
graduate school.
George Bare, brusing lineback-
er from Petoskey, Michigan, was
LACROSSE CLUB
At last Sunday's meeting,
the SGA Legislature endorsed
the creation of a Lacrosse
Club here at Wooster. La-
crosse, a fast-movi- ng contact
sport popular in many sec-
tions of the nation, was in-
vented by the free-wheeli- ng
Indians but has become more
refined since then. All men
are invited to join the club.
For further information, call
Cliff Romig at 338.
elected captain of the 1965 Scot
eleven soon after the recent cam-
paign ended. A former running
ick before being sidelined by an
injury early in the '63 season,
Sports.
A Time
by Sieve Avakian
around here had better begin
ahead promises to be a long
should fly out the window now
games to patsies.
commended themselves well against
Lords. Looking at the record,
I his year Van Wie had his crew
group of young Kenyonites to a
basketball -minded men. Best of
as they set out in quest of the
Overall this works out to 99-4- 5, for
year of the upsets.
Bare played defense exclusively Fred Hicks, Wooster's scrappyr ' ...... . .
..I n -- .'i t. i' i ithis year and helped pace a unit
which posted three shutouts (Ash
land, Oberlin and Carnegie Tech).
Wooster's talented but injury- - j
prone halfback Rod Dingle made
second team by racing for 593 !
vards in eieht games and scoring !j o o -
48 points (second best in the
OAC).
Coincidentally, all three Scot
soccer players given star billing
will return next fall as co-captai- ns.
7ooster Aquamen
Oppose Wittenberg
by Bill White
This afternoon the Scot swim-
ming team hosted Wittenberg in
the first dual meet of the season
for both teams.
The Scots will be trying to im-
prove on last year's record of one
win and 10 losses this season.
Coach John Swigart has six let-terme- n
returning. Dick Reidinger
is the only senior among the
group. Junior letter-winner- s in-
clude Gerry Myer, Steve Pleune,
Charles Fossett, and Don Neider-hause-r.
Geoff Chittick, a sopho-
more, completes the list of veter-
ans.
The squad will be bolstered by
1 2 freshmen. Coach Swigart
doesn't feel that he has great
strength in any of the events, but
that if some boys develop, the
team could improve on last year's
performance.
Last weekend the team competed
in the OAC relays but failed to
notch any points. Following to-
day's meet, the Scots will be idle
until after the Holidays.
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Wooster .Alumni Kerala to Chdlenge
Van Wie's.AAen.Win
HIGH SCORING Bill Gribble flips to Buddy Harris as helpful
Kenyonite "blocks out" on the play.
Delts, Sigs Pace Kenarden
by Dennis Goettel
Kenarden League basketball action began its season
Tuesday, Dec. 1, and since then
setting the early pace as each team owns a 3-- 0 record. How-
ever, the league appears to have good balance as only three
games have had margins of vie
tory of more than nine points
Cooper, Curtis Lead Sixth
Sixth AA has displayed good
balance in conquering Seventh,
34-2- 1, Sixth A, 47-4- 3 in an over-
time; and Third, 63-3- 0. They have
had a different leading scorer in
every game and all five starters are
averaging better than 7.0 ppg.
Tom Cooper and Dick Curtis are
the best at 10.3 and 10.0 respec-
tively. In their contest with win-les- s
Sixth A, Sixth AA trailed
43-4- 1 with 11 seconds remaining
when Cooper stole the ball and
fired to Curtis under the basket for
the game-goa- l which sent the con-
test into an overtime. Ed Piper
led Sixth A with 13- - points, all in
the second half.
Fifth has had a much more dif-
ficult time of establishing their 3-- 0
mark. They gave First its only
defeat so far, 40-3- 5 ; edged Second
for its only loss on two free throws
by Bob Blough with five seconds
left-win- g, took top prize by being
named to the first unit of the All- -
Ohio College Soccer Team. Lance
Rebello, a native of Tanganyika,
made the second team,
Rebello tied with OWU ace John
Patterson for the conference scor--
COEDS WIN SPORT HONORS
Seven Wooster coeds won
spots on an all-st- ar field hoc-
key team of the Buckeye As-
sociation, the league for Ohio
sportswomen. Ruth Mock,
Deborah Knorr and Barbara
Brondyke received first team
berths, while Jane Hardy,
Mary Graham, Beth Kerr and
Nancy Riddle gained places
on the second team.
ing championship. Both rang up
26 points, although Patterson,
Wesleyan's best scorer in its soccer
history, had three more games
overall. In the final two of three
contests, he banged in 10 goals to
pass teammate Charlie Moazed and
knot Rebello, who could do noth-
ing during the last two weeks of
the soccer season but watch. The
final award was an honorable
mention to junior goal tender Jim
Poff.
Final soccer standings showed
Woosler 11th in the 21-memb- er
Ohio Collegiate Soccer Associa
tion. Under the supervision of
freshman mentor Bob Nye, the
Scots drove for 37 goals, second
only to Ohio Wesleyan's 50. De-
fensively, however, final tallies
show Wooster with 23 goals al-
lowed in eight league battles, far
behind Oberlin's nine-gam- e total
of 8 and conference champion Ak-
ron's seven game total of 6.
i
I
Fifth and Sixth AA have been
left, 35-3- 4; and came from be-
hind to down Seventh, 43-3- 4. Des-
pite a lack of height and depth,
Fifth has shown the best defense
so far.
First and Second have also
shown a lot of potential. First has
the strongest scoring trio in the
league with Joe Bowden (15.0
ppg), John Schaeffer (14.3 ppg),
NEW VOICE PAPER
Tonight's "Voice" is an
experimental issue, printed
on special paper (except for
the insert, pages 3 and 4)
which should reproduce
photographs especially well..
and Jim Schaeffer (10.3 ppg). Be
sides their loss to Fifth, First has
beaten Third, 47-3- 8, and Sixth A,
43-4- 2, on a last second free throw
by John Schaeffer.
Second is led by the league's
leading scorer, Paul Key, who has
a 15.7 ppg average. With Key and
Eric Fagans (10.0 ppg) supplying
the board strength and Bob Black
adding the outside shot, Second
has conquered Sixth A, 54-3- 7, and
Seventh, 39-3- 8, on a jump shot
by Bob Beck with 10 seconds re
maining.
In other games Third has de
feated Sixth A, 46-3- 7, and Sev-
enth, 36-3- 3. Scoring in the league
has been very . well balanced as
only seven players own averages
of better than 10 points per game.
Three Undefeated Teams
There are only three unbeaten
teams remaining in the Trolley
League which has supplied the
Cage with red hot action. The
Faculty team has looked invin
cible with wins over the Tri-Kap- s,
77-3- 6, and the Rabbis, 67-3- 3.
Eighth has posted decisive vie
tories over the Oats, 84-2- 6, and
the Betas, 66-1- 2. Eighth has been
led by Bill Piper who has netted
38 and 20 points in the two games,
Second s B team was victorious
over Fourth, 39-3- 5, and the Delts,
31-2- 9.
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SOPHOMORE FIND George
"Fox" Baker arches jumper
against Kenyon.
Two, lose Jo Hiram
by Don Kennedy
Tomorrow will be old home week on the Severance
roundball floor as former Wooster stars Reggie Minton, Lu
Wims, By Morris and their cohorts challenge their modern- -
day counterparts at 8:00. Going
Ashland, Loach Al Van Wie s
Scots, operating minus injured
center Tim Jordan, stand 2-- 1, hav
ing outmatched Heidelberg and
Kenyon and lost to Hiram in their
Tuesday night encounter.
The annual alumni basketball
game offers an opportunity for
Wooster students to see former
Wooster stars in action. Coach Van
Wie promises a high spirited con-
test as both teams take the game
in dead seriousness. The Junior
Varsity will meet Trimer's Sport
of Canton, a post-gra- d outfit which
includes John Dickerson, former
captain of Mt. Union, and Ed
Boyce who led the OAC in re
bounding two years ago. Other
earn members come from the Ohio
Dental School team whose shoot by
ing exhibition here last year left
both spectators and the Jayvees on
aghast.
aiteggie Minton ( o6) was se
eded as an alternate for the
Olympic squad. This legendary
athlete was second team all con- -
erence during his stay here. He
now serves as athletic director at
Boiling Air Force Base.
Wooster's Greatest Athlete
Called by Coach Van Wie "per
haps the greatest athlete Wooster
has ever had," 6-- 2, 220 pound
Lu Wims was first team all confer-
ence in football, second team in
basketball, and threw the shot and
discus on the side. He now works
in the Akron Recreation Depart
ment.
The team will be coached by
By Morris, illustrious official of the
college and former basketball and
tennis star. Administrator Morris
is currently known as a terror in
the Trolley League.
Other players will include Jim
Ewers, former basketball coach at
Wooster; Dr. Danny Thomas, who
for many years held the Scot scor-
ing record; and Bill Thombs, the
Luke Hoffa of several years a
back who is now basketball coach
at Brushton high school in Cleve
land.
The bubble burst when the
Black and Gold hit the road for
the first time, Tuesday, and suf
fered their first defeat at the hands
of a tall, husky Hiram quintet,
79-7- 2.
Hampered in rebounding
strength by the loss of Tim Jor
dan, the locals could not quite
maintain the pace as the Terriers
scored continually on tip-in- s and
iced the game with free throws.
The lead traded hands in the
early minutes with Wooster attain
ing their biggest lead at 10:15 of
the first half when George Baker
recovered the ball in a scramble
under Hiram's basket and fed
Dave Guldin for a layup to make
the score 19-1- 5.
At this point, Hiram's fast break
rattled off eight points to Woos
ter s one, and they never rehn
quished the lead. In addition, 6-- 6
Buddy Harris incurred his fourth
personal with only 12 minutes
elapsed and could only go at half
speed the remainder of the game
Hiram opened a seven point
margin at 4:bb and held it at
halftime, 40-3- 3. In the second
stanza, the Terriers' rebounding
decreased, but their shooting
hands got hot, particularly Bill
Meyer (25 points) and Ken Rowen
(20).
Fouls Ice Game
Personal foul trouble hindered
the Scots' last ditch attempt to
overtake their hosts. Bill Gribble
fouled out, Guldin, Harris and
Sherwood each had four. The
Scots were forced to foul Hiram
i in attempts to get the ball and
the Terriers scored their last 12
points from the free throw line.
Futile high point honors for the
Scots went to co-capta- in Guldin
with 20. Baker's one-hande- rs ac-
counted for 19.
Coach Gordon Jeppson's entry
chalked up a 5143 victory in the
opener. Jim Durbin and Ron
Houser each scored 11.
The Scots jumped off to a quick
9-- 1 lead in the first 90 seconds of
Efeop Squad;
into last night's affair with
O
0 ij.tj n
Wooster Olympian
Reggie Minton
play and doubled Kenyon's score
romping to an 86-4- 3 victory
last Saturday. Bill Gribble scored
a set play off the opening tip,
George Baker rang the bell with
one-hande- r, Dave Guildin scored
from the pivot, Gribble dribbled
the length of the floor with a steal,
and Baker swished a foul shot
before the Kenyon Lords could
recover their composure.
Every man on the squad saw ac
tion in a game in which the first
half was dominated by Wooster
and the second half by the ref-
erees. The Scots led, 44-1- 9, at the
halfway point, but the officials ap-
parently decided to compensate for
their lack of whistle blowing in
the initial stanza by sounding
them constantly in the latter half.
The last few minutes of the con-
test were marred by whistle blow
ing, near fights, and the antics
of Kenyon coach Bob Harrison.
51 Foul Shots
In all, Wooster took 51 trips to
the charity toss line and made
good 36 times, missing only once
in the first half. Sophomore Baker
hit eight of nine and garnered 16
points in all to tie Guldin for
high point man. On the whole,
the Scots shooting percentage was
low 32 percent, but the out
classed Kenyon five could not even
hit a quarter of their attempts.
Guldin's 17 rebounds led his
category; Buddy Harris grabbed
14 for second place.
In the much publicized prelim-
inary, the Jayvees proved their
superiority to the Kenarden All-Sta- rs
by trouncing them, 70-4- 0.
Ron Larson of the Jayvees and Jay
Carr of Kenarden tied for scoring
honors with 11 apiece.
Opening the campaign against
Heidelberg, Dec. 2, the Scots, after
enduring a 40-minu- te delay due to
the Student Princes' late arrival,
exercised their impatience by
downing their opponents, 70-5- 6.
Sophomore guard George Baker
had the honor of scoring the first
Scot basket of the season with a
20-fo- ot one-hand- er that tied the
score, 2-- 2. After Dave Guldin's
jumper put the home forces in the
lead, they were never headed. By
controlling the boards and playing
an aggressive defensive game, the
basketeers ran up a 13 point mar-
gin at halftime and held it against
Heidelberg's scrambling tactics in
the second half.
Taking advantage of Coach Al
Van Wie's "team man-to-man- ,"
Wooster was able to steal the ball
a dozen times from a veteran
Heidelberg outfit that included
nine lettermen.
For the entire game, the Scots
shot almost 45 percent with Bill
Gribble taking his customary spot
at the head of the point parade
with 24. After pressing a bit in
the first half, Gribble came on to
play a fine game, shooting over
50 percent and grabbing eight re-
bounds from his backcourt posi-
tion.
Wooster's Fox in the backcourt
scored 12 for runnerup honors.
The silent standout Buddy Har-ri-s
hogged 12 rebounds to lead
in that department.
The Jayvees fell to Heidelberg's
entry, 60-5- 7, in the opener. Ron
Houser, playing only the first half
in order to be ready for the var-
sity affair, swished in 16 points
to lead Coach Jeppson's
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etchings, lithographs and wood-
cuts, handmade pottery and cer-
amics, as well as enameled jewelry
and ash trays compose the selec-
tions.
.
This show includes Goya etch-
ings ranging in price from $412
to $36, etchings by Kaethe Kol-lowi- tz
from $30 to $10, and origin-
al lithographs by- - Honore Daum-ie- r
from $41 to $5.
The International moderns con-
tribute a great deal also. With only
half the collection on display, one
could pick out favorites from in-
numerable colors and techniques.
"Labyrinthe," a textured signed
etching in browns, white and
orange, by the French artist Rene
Mels; "Nicht Sprechen," a signed
woodcut by Hap Grieshaber; and
from "Derriere le Miroir" by the
Swiss sculptor, Alberto Giacomet-ti- ,
a lively lithograph are some of
the high points of the show.
Pots, casseroles, ash trays, jugs
and mugs, all designed and made
by students of the State University
of Iowa art department, show not
so much variety of glaze and
material as degrees of usefulness.
One need not force a chuckle
SECTIONS!!
Christmas Party Reserva-
tions Should Be Made
Immediately at
NADELIN'S,
Your Complete
Catering Service.
Wash 20c ,Pe'
Load
Beall at Hartzler
The original purpose of the
committee was to investigate the
problem of insufficient textbooks in
a number of classes at the begin-
ning of this semester. To deter-
mine accurately the scope of the
problem, the SGA Educational
Policy Committee polled the entire
faculty to learn exactly how many
students lacked books, and for how
long a period. We hope to use the
results of this study to convince
the "guardians of the purse-strings-"
that the bookstore must
take financial risks i.e., ordering
more texts than are immediately
v p j j ln:su i
CHRISTMAS FOR CONOISSEURS: Geoff Bartholemew and Kay
Sarchet examine art works for sale at the Christmas Bazaar.
Students Buy Artistic Christmas Gifts
Of Goya Etchings, Enamelvare, Moderns
by Diane Yunck
The Art Bazaar sponsored by the art department pro-
vides one with a unique opportunity to solve all Christmas
shopping problems, to make out one's own Christmas list,
or just to look at the work of locally, nationally, and inter
nationally Known artists, unginai
while looking at a certain little
bottle with a hole not big enough
for the stem of even a violet! For
those looking for objects of art,
this little fellow is a perfect ex
ample of art for arts sake
charming, at any rate.
Along with the Winter enamel-war- e
offered, one finds jewelry
and ash trays by Mrs. Ed John-
ston of Wooster. The attractive
simplicity of her work as well as
her reasonable prices makes her
a real rival of the more well-know- n
Winters.
To procure any of these articles
all that is necessary is to sign the
identification tag nearest the ar-
ticle you want, then come pick up
and pay for what you have
ordered on either Dec. 7, 11 or
17 between 1 and 5 p.m.
by uu-mi- i
TAYLOR SHOES
On the Square
COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
Drv 10c 10
' Minutes
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus
Beall Avenue
ECON-O-WAS- H
Phone 264-18- 91
WOOSTER VOICE
Committee Plans To Bridge 'Textbook Gap'
by Barbara Bate
"The Bookstore Commit-
tee? What ever happened to
that, anyway?" As a member
of this somewhat ambiguous
group, I want to reply that we
have not faded into oblivion. In
fact, our three meetings so far
have produced a variety of worth-
while suggestions (we think), as
well as a real spirit of cooperation
among committee members (Mrs.
Holden, Dr. Cropp, Dr. McCall,
Lee Catello, Chairman Paul
Browne and myself).
needed when the educational in-
terests of students are at stake.
Out of the "textbook gap" have
grown discussions on a number of
related subjects, including the
perennial problem of registration.
The committee agreed that pre-registrati- on
figures are unreliable
guides in deciding how many texts
should be ordered for a particular
course. Further complicating the
bookstore's problem in this area
are several unknowns: (I) the
number of texts to be purchased
off-campu-
s; (2) the number of
used books to be bought directly
from other students; (3) the num-
ber of people not enrolled in a
certain course who may buy the
textbook for personal use; and
(4) the ever-changin- g number of
students who continually change
courses or even their majors
after a summer away from Woos-
ter.
Obviously, no single answer can
possibly solve this complex prob-
lem; however, the committee is
attempting to attack the "textbook
gap" in several ways. Mrs. Holden
has repeatedly expressed a concern
that students be able to buy their
books as cheaply and conveniently
as possible. For this reason she
plans to make available before
Christmas vacation both a com-
plete book list for second semester
and a separate list of books which
the bookstore will buy back from
students at half price.
If registration figures are to be
of any use in determining textbook
orders, they must be both accurate
and available "at least several weeks
before the start of classes. Because
the committee realizes that Dr.
Cope, as well as the bookstore
staff, would like to improve regis-
tration procedures, we have pro-
posed the following revisions:
that spring registration be
considered binding for all upper-classme- n
after August 1st;
that any student making a
change after this date be required
to pay the costs of a second IBM
processing of his cards;
that second semester registra- -
Reservations?
CALL
FLAIR TRAVEL
263-780- 1
346 E. Bowman St.
or
See Jan Sayer
(Our Campus Representative)
tion be held between Thanksgiving
and Christmas vacations rather
than during the first weekend in
January.
Even with these steps, it is still
possible that a few students might
lack textbooks at the start of
classes. A further suggestion could
shorten the waiting period for
these students to a few days. If
shortages are reported immedi-
ately, a member of the bookstore
staff could drive to Cleveland or
another nearby city and pick up
the needed texts in a single day,
thus saving the bookstore (and the
students) the time and expense of
special orders direct from the pub-
lishers.
These are just a few of the ideas
that have come out of our discus-
sions so far. We would appreciate
further suggestions from any stu-
dents interested in the work of the
committee. Later articles will deal
SGA OFFICE HOURS
Monday - Thursday 3:15-6:0- 0,
7:00-8:0- 0.
Friday, 3:15-5:1- 5.
Various legislators will be
there at these times. Here's
your chance to register com-
plaints, offer suggestions and
gain information. All are
with such subjects as prices and
policies, a new organization of
paperbacks, the space squeeze (oh
for a new union ! ) , and "From
'Peanuts to Palmolive: What Is
Stocked and Why."
A 4111a " " " En
tuoosTER ami .
Phone 263-280- 6
TONITE AT 8 P.M.
Saturday Continuous
"A LUSTY FILM!"mi
RICHARD
BURTON
PETER
OTOOLE
HAL WALLIS'
PANAVISION fn ! k
mm PETER wtw. nEDWARD dfSUEAN
GLENVILLE ANHALT AN0U1LH
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
"YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE"
and
"ENSIGN PULVER"
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
"CHALK GARDEN"
BOOKS
For Christmas Giving
Christmas Is a Time of Giving Books
LEAVES OF GOLD
POETRY IN CRYSTAL
THE PROPHET
PEACE ON EARTH
FAMILY OF MAN
PETER PAUPER SERIES
LITTLE ANGLUND BOOKS
and Many Others
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
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WOYZECK, CONTINUED
(Continued from Page 1)
character in the play to hear mys-
terious voices; in his own insuf-
ficient way, he is looking for some-
thing greater than himself, some-
thing which the Doctor with his
science and the Captain with his
philosophical cynicism are unable
to perceive. Buchner sets forth
Woyzeck's tragedy, which is both
FOLIES FRANCAIS
All those interested in try-
ing out for the French play to
be presented March 5 should
sign the list outside Kauke
241. Tryouts wil be held on
Dec. 15 and 16. Copies of the
play may be obtained from
Miss Reuben, Kauke 241.
social and human, with moving
simplicity.
Georg Buchner stands among
those artists who come far ahead
in 1837 at the age of 23 his work
passed into oblivion, to be redis-
covered a hundred years later and
of their own time. His life was
brief and stormy. When he died
assigned an uncontested place in
dramatic literature. Naturalism,
Social Realism, Psychological Irra-tionalis- m,
Expressionism, and Ex-
istentialism are all present in
Buchner's plays, according to a
recent study by Theodore Hoff-
man. Buchner was the first to put
the common man onto the stage
with complete success, showing not
only his tragic inadequacies but
also his potential for greatness of
mind and soul. Buchner fore-
shadows such Bertolt Brecht plays
WM1"''"rJiiPliwil'iin riTO'ilii'"WJWI W
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as Baal and Drums in the Night
in his use of juxtaposition of
scenes and frank, naturalistic dia-
logue. Waiting for Godot by Sam-
uel Beckett chronicles as Wdyzeck
does man's unending waiting for
something to justify what he
knows to be the futility of his
existence. Buchner surpasses Beck-
ett in his sympathy for man's con-
dition and in his understanding
of his struggle. There is much
more emotion in Buchner than in
the Absurd dramatists.
The production which opens
here tonight overcomes valiantly
the handicap of an inexperienced
cast and the formidable problems
posed by a dual language presen-
tation. Lighting and costuming ef-
fects are often striking. Among
many memorable moments are
Woyzeck's murder of Marie, his
various soliloquies, and several
tavern scenes remarkable for their
lustiness. The production makes
imaginative use of atonal music.
The overture, Anton Webern's
Opus 28, and songs composed for
the players by Don Gillespie '64,
accent the modernity of a work
written a century before its time.
Fine Food
Alexander's
UNIQUE COOKERY
"Since 1925"
132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO
for Reservations
Phone 263-478- 6
Continuous Service
7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Closed Wednesday
Exciting
New
nj Designs
'
''
TCe epsaleeD I S. Ivt O M D RINGS
True artistry is exprenzed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond er-gagem- ent
ring. Each selling is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance alnd beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gerWof flaw-
less clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail Trade-
mark registered.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-pa- ge booklet, "How To Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-pa- ge
full color folder, both for only 254. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44-pa- ge Bride's Book.
Namt-
-
Addretu
Clty. Co
--State.
I
I
L--EP-
SAKE D01 YRACUSE,N. Y. 13202 J
CAN BE PURCHASED DOWNTOWN AT
White's Jewelry Store
215 East Liberty Street
